Summary. -We analyze the behavior of a spinning particle in gravity, both from a quantum and a classical point of view. We infer that, since the interaction between the space-time curvature and a spinning test particle is expected, then the main features of such an interaction can get light on which degrees of freedom have physical meaning in a quantum gravity theory with fermions. Finally, the dimensional reduction of Papapetrou equations is performed in a 5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein background and Dixon-Souriau results for the motion of a charged spinning body are obtained.
-Quantum features of the interaction between spin and gravity
The interaction between gravity and fundamental particles is still an open issue of our knowledge. Even if the final answer to this problem must be given by a quantum formulation for the gravitational field, nevertheless we expect that a good effective description (for energy scales much lower that Planck's one) could come out from the study of particles dynamics living on a curved space-time. But also this is a highly non-trivial task, because, in a classical picture a free moving particle follows geodesics lines, but there are no unambiguous indications for the motion of spinning particles; in fact, in this last case, the classical dynamics must be inferred as classical limit of a relativistic quantum mechanical equation. In this respect, let us consider the Dirac equation on a curved space-time
being ω ab µ spin connections and γ µ Dirac matrices on the given space-time. If we square the Dirac operator, the following second order equation arises
being R the scalar curvature associated to the manifold. Therefore, we expect a nontrivial spin-curvature coupling, since the last equation differs significantly from the KleinGordon one (with a non-minimal curvature coupling), describing the dynamics of a spinless particle
because of the presence of spinor connections into covariant derivatives D µ . Furthermore, the back-reaction of spinors on the space-time outlines that they have a direct effect on the geometry, in terms of the appearance of a non-vanishing torsion: by varying the Einstein-Dirac action (written in a Palatini-like formulation) with respect to ω ab µ , the following second Cartan structure equation is obtained
admitting the following solution ω 
we emphasize the appearance in this reduced action of an interaction term containing four fermions, which, in general, provides non renormalizable contributions to quantum amplitudes. Thus, the analysis above singlets out a peculiar property of spinors back-reaction on the space-time; in fact, differently from ordinary matter, spinors induce not only a small change to the metric field, but also a non-vanishing torsion field; therefore, the classical limit of spinors dynamics is expected to be no longer a geodesics line, as far as a spin notion is recovered. Of course, the spin-curvature coupling can survive in a classical limit only if the metric field changes significantly on the Compton scale of fermions; in this case, an effective classical theory describing the non geodesics motion of a spinning particle can have a predictive character. However, we emphasize that, taking such kind of classical limit contains a good degree of ambiguity and a unique classical effective theory does not arise.
-Classical formulation for spinning particles
The result above presented, about the relation between spin and gravity, has its classical counterpart in the effect which the presence of an angular momentum has on the dynamics of a macroscopic body. In particular, the well-known Papapetrou work [1] was devoted to study the motion of a body in General Relativity on a fixed background. In particular, in his analysis Papapetrou performed a multipoles expansion such that, if the first two moments are the only non-vanishing ones, then a characterization of the internal structure of the body takes place in terms of what he called the spin tensor (indeed this notion is recovered as a point-like limit of a classical angular momentum), i.e.
with τ denoting the hypersurface at equal time, T µν the energy momentum tensor of the body and δx µ the displacement with respect to the center of mass. So Papapetrou recognized the pole-dipole approximation as able to describe a spinning body coupled to gravity and he found the following system of dynamical equations
being u µ the 4-velocity, m the rest mass of the body and R µ νρσ the Riemann tensor. Thus, a spinning body has a recognizable interaction with the gravitational curvature, through its spin tensor, and it does not follow a geodesics motion; in this scheme, the particle retains a test character, but it acquires an internal structure, due to its spin, which prevents it a free motion even in absence of "external" fields. To closed the system (7), we must add one of the following additional conditions
known in literature as the Papapetrou, Pirani and Tulczyjew conditions, respectively. In the weak field approximation, these conditions provide equivalent results and therefore current experiments cannot select among them. In this scenario, the introduction of an external electro-magnetic field F µν is due to Dixon and Souriau [2, 3] , through the following extension of the Papapetrou paradigm
q and M µν being the electric charge and the electro-magnetic moment, respectively. Our aim is to show that, for a particle of charge q and mass m, the Dixon-Souriau equations can be obtained as dimensional reduction of the system (7) in a 5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein background, so emphasizing that the geometrization of the electro-magnetic interaction preserves particles dynamics, up to the dipole order. The space-time of the Kaluza-Klein [4, 5] theory is the direct sum of a 4-dimensional one V 4 and of an extra-dimension compactified to a circle of Planck length scale, such that it is un-observable. The corresponding metric field takes the form
can be interpret as the electro-magnetic vector potential. In fact, if we split the Einstein-Hilbert action in such a space-time
the Maxwell Lagrangian density for A µ comes out
In this sense, we recognize electro-magnetic degrees of freedom as components of the 5-dimensional metric. Within such a space-time picture, one can show [6, 7] that the dimensional reduction of a geodesics motion gives the right trajectory followed by charge test-particles. Let us now consider Papapetrou equations in a KK space-time, i.e. in (7) we replace indices µ, ν by Ω, Π = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 and the spin tensor S µν by the corresponding 5-dimensional one Σ ΩΠ . Once the following identifications stand
we recover Dixon-Souriau equations [6, 7] , with the extra-components of the spin tensor (Σ 5µ ) describing a non-vanishing electric dipole moment.
-Ashtekar formalism and chirality eigenstates
The relation between spinning particles and gravity can have very interesting consequences in our understanding of the physical degrees of freedom concerning a quantum gravity theory in presence of fermions. Let us consider the framework of Ashtekar formulation for the gravitational field dynamics [8] [9] , which is the most promising tool for a consistent Quantum Gravity theory; it is based on rewriting the Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of Ashtekar connections A k µ and A * k µ , i.e.
which are the self-dual and antiself-dual parts of the Lorentz connection, respectively. Hence, the gravitational action can be split in two independent terms, one written in A 
The coupling with spinors suggests a physical interpretation of such connections; by well-known properties of Dirac matricies, we have
µ turns out to be the connection associated to right-handed particles and antiparticles, and A * k µ has analogous role for left-handed ones. Hence, until P and CP invariance holds, we have a full correspondence, through these symmetries, between currents associated to A k µ and A * k µ ; but, as soon as P and CP are simultaneously violated, these currents would acquire an independent physical nature. As a relevant consequence, in this context basic connection variables must be identified in A k µ and A * k µ , respectively. From a physical point of view, this would imply that the SU (2) group becomes a more fundamental symmetry with respect to the Lorentz one. But here the question about why experiments provide evidence for the Lorentz symmetry, instead of a fundamental SU (2) one, would naturally arise. In order to precise the physical characterization of such fundamental role played by the SU (2) group, we propose the following symmetry breaking scenario. Before particles acquire masses, ψ L and ψ R are independent and there is no objection in taking A k µ , A * k µ as different physical fields, if CP is violated (P violations being provided by the standard Electro-Weak model chirality). But, when the energy drops down to scales at which the spontaneous symmetry breaking process occurs, then we get massive particles, which means that the dynamics of ψ L and ψ R is correlated, so a new Lorentz connection ω ab µ arises. Of course, the present observation of the leptons as individual particles requires, in this scheme, a fundamental interaction, which confines their left and right components. Therefore, just at sufficiently high energies we can deal with independent Ashtekar connections and independent left and right fermions.
